Raising Up Leaders by Bringing the Voice of God to Every Learning Experience
Increasing your sensitivity to the voice of God
You can complete all coursework for your degree from home.

Learn how to clearly hear the Lord’s voice, receive divine vision, and move in the anointing of God.

The teaching style is Hebrew (Lamad) rather than Greek, meaning you begin with real-life issues and, through prayerful meditation, receive enlightenment from God, which results in life transformation through the power of the Holy Spirit.

Over 130 biblical, practical, spiritual, life-transforming courses from which you may choose.

Accredited Associate’s, Bachelor’s, Master’s and Doctoral degrees are available in the following areas: Ministry, Christian Counseling, Worship Ministry, Christian Arts, Missions & Evangelism, Prophetic Ministry, Youth Ministry, Theology, Bible, Divine Healing, Intercession, Christian Leadership, and Christian Entrepreneurship.

CLU is evangelical, Spirit-filled, and holds to the Apostles’ Creed.

Flexible curriculum allows you to follow your heart’s desire as you take courses.

Total costs average $300 per course.

Earn up to 50% of your degree with transcripts from other colleges, and an additional 25% of your degree through a Life Experience Portfolio.

Much of our curriculum uses materials written and recommended by Ron Luce, John Arnott, LaMar Boschman, Todd Farley, Jim Goll, Mark Virkler, and Richard Booker, all international leaders in their own fields.

Vocational certificates are available, composed of 10-20 courses.

Description of all courses and current prices may be viewed at www.CLUonline.com/courses.
“Even the first class changed my life. I felt that not only was my mind being expanded by the truths of God’s Word, but my heart and spirit were also growing. This was a school of the Spirit and was changing me with every class.”

- Nicholas Kusmich

“To be honest, when I started the course, I was focused on the excitement of being so close to getting my degrees that I was eager to simply plow into the lessons and just get them done. But God had another plan. The way that the course is written and presented does not allow one to simply study and regurgitate knowledge. From the very outset I found myself forced to focus on the spiritual dynamics of the truths being presented and was immediately confronted by the Holy Spirit telling me, ‘Now I have your attention, you’re not getting away!’ I was going to get what I desired (my degrees), but God was going to get what He wanted first, which was ‘me.’”

- Rev. Robert Butler

“In CLU’s courses, you cannot simply read or skim a book. You get touched and God SHOWS UP! My entire life and thinking have changed just from my first course! God has taken me from the western educational approach to an approach that is the exact opposite!”

- Jennifer Claire

“I cannot describe in words how much it is empowering us and changing our lives in a new way and different pattern to approach God whom we’ve served for more than 14 years. We simply found ourselves spending even more time than we expected not just for the requirements, but also for the love of the sweet value that is in the materials.”

- Zinabu Degife and Masresha Wodajo
Christian Leadership University is accredited by Christian Accreditation International.

Christian Leadership University was also certified by the Apostolic Council for Educational Accountability (ACEA) for the entire 11 years of ACEA’s existence (1998–2009). Dr. C. Peter Wagner, head of the Wagner Institute for Practical Ministry, formed this group as an alternative to traditional accreditation for the new apostolic churches that are emerging. They have now changed the acronym ACEA to the name of their new entity, “Association of Christian Educators and Administrators.”

Both CAI and ACEA provide evaluation and accountability without distorting the purpose and vision of Christian Leadership University. CAI and ACEA are NOT recognized by the U.S. Department of Education. An extended statement on accreditation may be found at www.CLUonline.com/accreditation.

Founders of the Message

Mark Virkler grew up conservative Baptist and received a Bachelor’s degree from Roberts Wesleyan College in North Chili, N.Y., a Master of Theology from Miami Christian University and a Ph.D. from Carolina Christian University. Dr. Virkler has also been included in Marquis’ “Who’s Who in Religion,” “Who’s Who in American Education,” and “Who’s Who in the World.”

Mark and Patti have two children, Charity and Joshua. Patti homeschooled both children from kindergarten to 12th grade, and they continued their home education through Christian Leadership University, of which Mark is the founder and President and Patti is the Academic Dean.

They have been active in ministry together since meeting in 1970. They founded a church, Pioneer Christian Fellowship, and worked on several church staffs over the years. They have helped develop three networks of church-centered Bible schools, and currently head up Communion With God Ministries.

Testimonies

“Becoming a part of CLU has changed my life. Something that is so fascinating to me in studying with the courses of CLU is how each time I study, the presence of the Holy Spirit is right there and is ‘sooo strong’. It grows more intense at times. I am amazed at His presence, the wisdom and what He reveals while studying.”

- Stacie Horne

“The courses that CLU offers are Spirit-filled, biblical, and very informative. Studying for higher education is most difficult, and since I needed to be a student of distance learning, Dr. Virkler and his staff have gone far and beyond being helpful. Thanks to CLU, I now have accomplished my main goal. I now have my Ph.D. Praise God!”

- Richard Martin II

“I have found this course helping me to know Jesus, rather than just knowing about Jesus. From applying the insights that God has given Mark Virkler there is a sharper sensitivity in my heart to hearing the Lord speak to me.”

- Dr. Carter McKeague

“I enrolled in CLU in October. The classes have been beyond anything I had hoped for. This has been more like an adventure than school.”

- Vanessa Tinsley-Stone

View more testimonies from CLU students at www.CLUonline.com/testimonies
Start anytime.

Receive books, course syllabi and CDs for 12-week home study courses.

Do all your work from home.

Submit required items for grading.

One 12-week course requires about 6 hours a week of work.

You may lengthen or shorten the time it takes to complete the course, based on your personal schedule.

Where to Begin

Complete the online CLU New Student Application Form found at www.CLUonline.com/apply or contact CLU for a New Student Application Form (1-800-466-6961).

You may then e-mail or call in an order for your first course, which we recommend be REN 103 Communion with God. (This is also available on the graduate level as REN 503.) This course teaches you how to hear God’s voice, see divine vision, and journal (which we define as writing down what God is speaking to you). All other courses build upon this basic ability of the student to hear the voice of God, including a final paper requirement discussing what God is saying to you from the course, how He is asking you to change, and how you are changing.

The uniqueness of Christian Leadership University is the Spirit-anointed, lamad-fashioned curriculum package that it offers. The lamad learning experience begins by encouraging you to take courses that deal with the real-life issues you are facing. It draws you into interaction with the Holy Spirit concerning these issues, and results in your life being transformed by His power.
When you meditate on revelation truths in the context of a CLU course, you are required to fully integrate the life-changing principles. Nothing is left to chance. You will learn what you are supposed to learn and your life will be transformed by the power of the Holy Spirit.

Reduce your tuition by 25% by having a companion take a course with you

You may have people in your home, church or community who are interested in taking a course at the same time you are. Tuition costs are reduced 25% for each one in the group who is taking the course for college credit. In addition, you may be able to share some of the materials — further reducing the cost of the course. Teaming up is always better than working alone! So ask God who you could contact who might want to grow with you.

Turn your life experiences into college credits!

Complete a Life Experience Portfolio documenting the hours you have invested in various jobs, ministries and conferences — and what you have learned from each — to be evaluated for college credit.

Guidelines are available at:
www.CLUonline.com/portfolio

Discover fifty books written by Mark and Patti Virkler
www.cwgministries.org

Attend a conference with Dr. Mark Virkler
www.cwgministries.org/itinerary
Raising Up Leaders by Bringing the Voice of God to Your Learning Experience

Our unique approach brings the voice of God to every single learning experience.

We are #1 in Revelation-Based Learning.

We offer Associate, Bachelor, Master and Doctoral degrees in Fourteen Major Concentrations.

View the complete CLU catalog at www.CLUonline.com.

CWG Fulfillment Service
3792 Broadway Street
Buffalo, NY 14227
1.800.466.6961 (in the USA)
716.681.4896
CLU@CLUonline.com

The Louisiana Board of Regents has exempted Christian Leadership University from Louisiana state licensure provisions because CLU offers only religious degrees.